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Chapter One: Introduction
Overview
As we talk to our colleagues locally and around the nation, we sense a real
feeling of despair: that teacher testing is an issue that is spiraling out of
control, regulated by outsiders seemingly unaware of the complexities
inherent in the acts of teaching and learning, outsiders certain that
excellence can be measured in multiple choice and essay questions.
(Fleischer and Fox, 2002, p. 92)
The current political climate in our nation requires that teachers justify the
expenditures for schools through testing as a means of accountability for student
(performance) learning (Altwerger and Strauss, 2002, p. 256). Influenced heavily by a
national trend and the drive for reform of the education system, the State of Washington
passed the Education Reform Act of 1993. As a follow up to the Essential Academic
Learning Requirements (EALRs), Washington's first ever common goals for which all
students and educators are accountable, the Commission on Student Learning is
developing and administering the Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL).
The goal of the Commission is to provide clear learning targets for students and teachers
in the State of Washington. The EALRs and the W ASL provide the objectives and the
assessment piece for the Commission's goals.
Washington's actions are a result of a larger movement, which began by the
publishing and consequent endorsement of the controversial document A Nation at Risk
(1993). This document, endorsed by President Reagan, was highly critical of education in
1
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America. It claimed that American students never excelled in comparisons to other
industrialized nations' students. Furthermore, A Nation at Risk enlisted the support of
business at a time when American industrialists were increasingly concerned about
·· ···

foreign competition and Amerjca'scleclining.grip on world trnde domination.
Politicians and business leaders targeted the nation's school system. In A Nation
at Risk, the quality of educators and the techniques they employed were challenged.

Politicians including then Secretary of Education Terrel Bell claimed they had
"evidence'' that America's schools were not meeting the grade (Berliner and Biddle,
1996). Never were any of their claims substantiated, yet with its publishing and
subsequent endorsement by the President, A Nation at Risk significantly changed the
course of public education. A Nation at Risk placed education in the spotlight of every
political campaign. Finally, due to the nature of politics needing to address those issues
that are not functioning, education received inordinate undue attention with a slant that it
has so many problems (1996). Politicians were forced to include education in their
agendas, and subsequently they promoted "education reform."
One of the leaders in the education reform movement that resulted from A Nation
at Risk is David Langford. Langford (1995) introduced the Quality Learning program in

an effort to help educators define quality in education, to guarantee "the highest quality
of service to students possible," to focus on the most appropriate measurement
techniques, and to identify and eliminate waste (effort, learning time, materials, money,
etc.). Langford developed the Quality Learning program on two philosophy statements:
every person wants to do a good job; and decisions must be made based on data. The
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entire workshop is based on cunent brain research and data that supports the need for
improvement in teaching methods. Langford's work was a key component in the
transition between the challenge created by A Nation at Risk and the state-level reforms
· · ·· of the early 1990s.
Among the forerunners to reform education in America was the state of Oregon.
In 1991, the Oregon State legislature passed the Oregon Education Act for the 21"
Century (House Bill 3565). Among the key components of this revolutionary bill was the
requirement that students must meet standards on a performance-based assessment in
order to obtain a Certificate of Initial Mastery then later, a Certificate of Mastery. The
Certificate of Initial Mastery was to be based on performance-based standards, which
were to be assessed at the third, fifth, eighth and tenth grades. The measurement of
students attaining the benchmarks at the third, fifth and eighth grades was to be
evidenced through but not limited to work samples, tests and portfolios. The Oregon
Education Act also required that the Oregon Department of Education implement "an
assessment system for all students, including performance-based assessment of the
knowledge and skills necessary to achieve the standards for each mastery level leading to
the Certificate oflnitial Mastery" (Narode & Mohr, 1993). Upon successful completion
of a 10th grade benchmark test, the student would be awarded a Certificate of Initial
Mastery. The act required that "the State Board of Education by rule shall establish
criteria for determining whether students have demonstrated the knowledge and skills
necessary to perform successfully at each level in the manner described in this act."
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(1993). The Oregon legislature also included an exit exam to earn a Certificate of
Mastery. This would serve as a final accountability check of student learning (1993).
The Oregon mandates were to essentially become the frameworks for the State of.
Washington to draft it's own education reform bill, House Bill 1209 (HB 1209).
Washington's House Bill 1209 took the frameworks of education reform established by
Oregon and put them into practice. The stated purpose of House Bill 1209 was to
"develop a public education system that focuses more on the educational performance of
students and that includes high expectations for all students ... " (HB 1209). House Bill
1209 established The Washington Commission on Student Leaming in order "to identify
the knowledge and skills all public school students need to know and be able to do based
on the 'student learning goals' established by RCW 28A.150.210" (HB 1209). The
student learning goals established by RCW 28A.150.210 were; Goal one: students read
with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and responsibly in a
variety of ways and settings; Goal two: students to know and apply the core concepts and
principles of mathematics; social, physical, and life sciences; civics and history;
geography; arts; and health and fitness; Goal three: the student will think analytically,
logically, and creatively and to integrate experience and knowledge to form reasoned
judgements and solve problems; Goal four: the student will understand the importance of
work and how performance, effort, and decisions directly affect future career and
educational opportunities.
The Commission on Student Learning was fmther tasked with developing a
student assessment and school accountability system, to review current recommendations
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on what data is necessary for the purposes of accountability and meeting state
information needs, and to take other steps necessary to develop a performance-based
education system (HB 1209).
Just as the Oregon reform bill had focused heavily on authentic performancebased assessment (see definition of terms on p. 11 ), the state of Washington followed
suit. The State of Washington implemented an assessment system that would "include a
variety of assessment methods, including criterion-referenced and performance-based
measures" (HB 1209). House Bill 1209 mandated that the state-administered assessment
was to be delivered in the 3'", 8th, and l l'h grades. This provision has subsequently been
changed to require the assessment of students in the "benchmark" grades of 4th, 7th, and
10th. At the benchmark grades, the student would be assessed on their competence in
meeting the appropriate Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALRs) for each
grade. House Bill 1209 went further to state the purpose for the assessments was to
provide educators with "a tool to evaluate instructional practices, and to initiate
appropriate educational support for students who have not mastered the essential
academic learning requirements at the appropriate periods in the student's educational
development" (HB 1209).
Benchmark assessments were implemented in Washington to lead to the earning
of a Certificate of Mastery. In Washington, the Certificate of Mastery was designated as a
graduation requirement, but "shall not be the only the only requirement for graduation"
(HB 1209). The nature of the assessment mandated by HB 1209 places tremendous stakes
on the successful dfmonstration of competence in the EALRs.
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Assessment of student work is essential to the effective teaching of any subject
(Wiggins and Mc Tighe, 1998). The process of teaching, learning and assessment are
mutually dependent; for without accurate assessment, teachers cannot provide informed
instruction, students cannot learn at an optimum pace and parents can not he accurately
informed of student progress (Wiggins and McTighe, 1998).
According to Richard Stiggins (1997), teachers must possess a sound knowledge
of assessment methods. They should be able to specify: I) clear achievement targets; 2)
conduct sound assessments; 3) utilize assessment to inform instruction; and 4)
communicate about student achievement. The effective teacher is the one that applies the
best method of assessment to the subject material and the students involved. Stiggins
indicates that assessment methods are as varied as the-methods of curriculum delivery.
"The assessor who cannot define the student characteristic(s) to be assessed will have
great difficulty picking a proper assessment method, defining a proper sample of
performance, and minimizing problems within the assessment itself' (p. 43).
Before students take any state-administered assessment, they will have
experienced many assessments in the course of their regular coursework. The student
should receive a wealth of opportunities to show what they have learned and how they
know what they learned. Currently, the State of Washington is only using the WASL to
measure student learning and to determine school program effectiveness. According to
current plan, in the year 2008 students will have to pass the W ASL with a minimum
score in order to receive a Certificate of Mastery. The Certificate of Mastery will be a
cornerstone in the high school diploma. At present, there is no consideration of the
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student's portfolio of works compiled throughout their school careers. The WASL, a
high-stakes test with strong implications for the student, the teacher and the district tied
to its results, will determine individual fates. There is a strong likelihood that funding for
schools and possibly teacher employment will be. tied tn student success on the W ASL.
(Accountability Commission) With so much depending on success on the W ASL,
classroom teachers will likely be forced to "teach to the test." (Teach specifics likely to
be found on the W ASL and in a similar format.) Students must take and pass
achievement tests, educators and administrators recognize that they are evaluated either
"directly or indirectly" (Pearson, Vyas, Sensale, & Kim, 2001). Salaries, funding and
reputations are all at stake. Since standardized tests are used to blame and penalize, "the
pressure to perform is intense, and that pressure compels educators to use any means
necessary to raise test scores" (p. 177).
The Commission on Student Learning has stated that classroom teachers must
have clear course outcomes that are in line with the goals of the Commission on Student
Learning but, must also provide multiple opportunities for their students to meet the
learning goals (Commission on Student Learning, 1994).
Rationale
Teachers must assess students progress at timely intervals in order to make
adjustments in their curriculum, inform their instruction and accurately advise students
and parents of achievement progress (Applefield, Huber, & Moallem, 2001, p. 35).
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Purpose
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a performance-based
assessment model for the evaluation of students in an English composition class in the
Kittitas School District.
Need
To coordinate authentic, classroom based performance assessment and the
performance based assessment required on the W ASL.
Significance of Project
This project provided the students, parents, teachers and administration of the
Kittitas School District with a functional measurement of the student's progress at the.
end of grade nine. The results were used to make adjustments in curriculum, inform
instruction and accurately advise students and parents of progress. The results were
included in a student portfolio as a measure of student progress and as a "snapshot" of the
student's skills at that particular developmental stage of their schooling. Since the district
writing assessment provides valuable indicators of the student's abilities, the sophomore
teacher and subsequent teachers were encouraged to utilize the district writing assessment
to inform the instruction of writing at the beginning of the sophomore year.
Limitations
Kittitas is a rural school district with between 30 and 40 students in a graduating
class. Currently, one teacher is responsible for the instruction of 9'h grade composition.
The Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements will serve as the
course outcomes for this course and project.
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Scope: The scope will include a measurement of our ninth grade students to write
persuasion, exposition and elements of description. This district assessment was designed
for administration in the Kittitas School District, which serves primarily rural agricultural
and lower middle class students.
Research: The preponderance of research and literature reviewed was limited to
the past ten years.
Target Population: This assessment has been designed for ninth grade English
composition students at Kittitas High School.
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Definition of Terms
Significant tenns used in the context of this study have been defined as follows:
Authentic Assessment. In this project, authentic assessment is any assessment that
attempts to measure a real-life, contextual application. According to Wiggins and .
McTighe, authentic assessment is when we directly examine student performance
on worthy intellectual tasks (2002).
Commission on Student Leaming. A committee established by the Washington
Education Reform Act of 1993 to oversee and make recommendations to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction directed at the effectiveness of educational
reform (House Bill 1209).
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. (OSPI) The elected official at
the head of the public school system in the state of Washington. Serves as the
executive officer of the same.
Performance Based Assessment. Assessment where the respondent actually
carries out a specified activity under the watchful eye of an evaluator who
observes performance and make judgments as to the quality of achievement
demonstrated (Stiggins, 1997).
Performance Level Criteria. How well a student performs a particular task is
traditionally translated to a letter grade. With the use of a rubric, the "how well"
typically associated with a grade is variously called a standard, performance level,
or performance standard (Mabry, 1999). For the purpose of this project, any
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discussion of assigning a grade will involve the student meeting various
Performance Level Criteria.
Rubric. A rubric is a device for organizing and interpreting data gathered from
observation of student performance.. More precisely, a mbric. is a scoring guide
that differentiates between levels of development in a specific area of
performance or behavior (Rose, 1999).
Six-Trait Writing Process. The six-trait model originated in 1984 in the
Beaverton, Oregon School District. The traits of writing, as defined in the six-trait
model, are:
1) Ideas - the heart of the message, the main point or main story line
2) Organization - the internal structure
3) Voice - evidence of the writer behind the message
4) Word Choice - the vocabulary or terminology
5) Sentence Fluency - the rhythm and flow, how it plays to the ear
6) Conventions - the mechanical correctness of the piece
(Whitaker, 1999)
Washington Assessment of Student Learning. An assessment system designed by
OSPI that recognizes and rewards successful schools and provides support and assistance
to less successful schools.

Chapter Two: Review of the Related Literature
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a performance-based
assessment model for the evaluation of students in an English composition class in the
Kittitas School District.
The review of research, literature and information in Chapter Two has been
organized to address:
I) Best practices for the integration of assessment into writing classes
2) Required skills as delineated by the Commission on Student Learning
Data current within the past ten years was identified through the Proquest search
engine, ERIC and other search engine Internet searches. The Central Washington
University library and the inter-library loan program were also utilized. Additionally,
related information from selected schools and cooperating agencies was obtained for
analysis.
The National Council of Teachers of English
The National Council of Teachers of English recommends that students receive
writing instruction which contains opportunities to observe, listen to, and to create pieces
of writing. The NCTE stresses that this integrated approach and student construction of
authentic pieces of writing, builds a deeper understanding and clarifies the students own
thinking. The NCTE feels that reading pieces of sound literature and listening to the same
actively involves children by helping them to explore, investigate, describe and explain
ideas in writing ..
12
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Best practices for the integration of assessment into writing classes
Best practices for the integration of assessment into writing classes is a diverse
topic, open to several interpretations. For the purpose of this project, the focus will be
limited to the use of rubrics and the development of <1ut.hentic assessment techniques,
writers' portfolios, writers' journals, and the writing process.
The use of rubrics
To begin with the end in mind means to start with a clear understanding of your
destination. It means to know where you're going so that you better understand
where you are now so that the steps you take are always ·in the right direction.
Steven R. Covey
The rationale and method for developing and implementing writing assessments
needs to be brought current with needs in American society. The current system
dominating the educational landscape was developed in a time when little attention was
given to the method of model of assessment, only the results (Stiggins, 1997). According
to Wiggins (1999), we must get away from traditional testing which tend toward
assessing "static and too-often arbitrarily discrete or simplistic elements of activities."
Additionally, in our current political climate, we typically look to place blame Jong
before we look to correct any shortcomings. The notion that our entire educational system
is outdated and flawed is argued in the analogy presented in The Manufactured Crisis
(Berliner & Biddle, 1996). In their book, Berliner and Biddle forward the observation that
American education spends entirely too much time trying to teach and assess everything
and as a result, we do a poor job. They further assert that American education curriculum
is "a mile wide and an inch deep" (1996).
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Sirotnik (2002), points to the fact that there is a notion in the education
community and among policy makers that there must be "teeth" in every education
program to ensure high achievement in schools. Education has a longstanding expectation
··· ofproducing rank and file students with grades thatcorrespond to. their "placement».
(Stiggins, 1997). As teachers develop lesson plans for the instruction of writing, the
overlying emphasis should be directed toward focusing on those skills desired to assist in
the advancement of the student's development. Rubrics keep the teacher focused on the
desired outcomes. Highly focused rubrics allow the teacher to focus on such questions as,
"does this activity meet my learning goals," "does this activity motivate my students to
demonstrate their abilities," "does this activity promote the habits of mind necessary to
become an effective writer?" (Drake, 2001)
Mary Rose (1999) forwards the idea that rubrics take the mystery out of lesson
plan development since they act as a device for organizing and interpreting products
created by students. They also serve as a roadmap for the student in their creation of a
product. Students are able to more closely experience real life challenges; challenges not
easily replicated in isolated tests. "Rubrics differ from traditional methods of assessment
in that they examine students in the actual process of learning, clearly showing them how
their work is being evaluated" (1999). If our goal is to create valid, authentic
assessments, rubrics provide the framework since by their very nature, they provi de a
stable and consistent guide for the assignment of grades based on actual achievement
compared to a standard. Rose goes on to point to additional benefits of rubrics. "Because
of the specific criteria set forth in rubrics, teachers are better able to assess skills that
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may fall outside the scope of traditional testing" (1999). Furthermore, rubrics teach
students not to focus on past performance, but instead on current and future performance
(1999).

According to Yell(l 999), one of the greatest challenges to any teacher is to
motivate students to create academic products, we must have an appropriate tool to
measure what students produce. Additionally, Yell states that in traditional educational
assessment models, students must search to find the desired outcomes. Yell (1999) stated
that rubrics could be as simple as a checklist of essential elements to the multiple task
checklists and skills assessments. When students are able to check their work against
established criteria, determine the level they achieved, make the necessary adjustments to
their product and submit their polished work, they become critical consumers and
providers of information. Rubrics also support a constructivist model of learning in that
they provide clear targets for learning and allow students to seek and create meaningful
knowledge. If our collective goal is to have students that build on prior knowledge and at
the same time become accountable for their own learning, rubrics provide a means of
structure and organization (Yell, 1999). Compounding this challenge is the fact that
"intellectual work cannot be totally measured by traditional forms of testing, which often
test little more than recall" (Yell, 1999). "When we utilize rubrics, we create realistic
scenarios much like today's skilled workforce only now it is students that are asked to
perform multiple tasks while answering to a variety of authorities" (Yell, 1999).
The text Best Practice: New Standards for Teachinf! and Learning in America's
Schools (Daniels, Hyde, and Zemelman, 1998) makes strong recommendations for the
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use of rubrics in both the instruction and assessment of writing to make "constructive and
efficient evaluation" that involves the following: I) Brief, informal oral responses as
students work; 2) Thorough grading of just a few of student-selected, polished pieces; 3)
Focus-onafew errorsata time;cumulutiveview of growth and self-evaluation; 4)
Encouragement of risk taking and honest expression. This compilation of suggested best
practices further asserts that for too Jong teachers relied on inauthentic scenarios in which
students were "being guided by teachers' experiences and interests, not those of the
learners" (Daniels et. al., 1998). The rubric provides an opportunity for conscious
teachers to check this tendency. In addition, writing should provide an opportunity to
make choices. Through an effective assessment program, the teacher knows where each
individual student must improve and in which direction a class must tend in order to meet
state and national standards. Furthermore, Daniels, Hyde, and Zemelman support their
suggestion that the teacher develops the rubric by including the necessary skills and
desired outcomes leaving the student to choose a relevant topic and tailor his or her work
to the rubric. Student accountability is monitored in assessment to help them make
decisions about their own work (Daniels et. al., 1998).

In her article "Writing to the Rubric," Linda Mabry ( 1999) argues for the use of
rubrics stating they are a "translation of visions of desirable performance into
specifications of exactly what is desirable." They take the guesswork out of expectations
and remove all secrets and surprises. Rubrics resonate with traditional measurement in
that they "involve advance thinking about what should be assessed and how" (Mabry,
1999).
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The use of the rubric to score performance assessments predates the current
standards movement, but rubrics are crucial in the implementation of academic standards.
According to Mabry, the criteria listed in the rubric tells the "what," while the "how
well" is defined in the performance levels or performance standards (1999). In
accordance with current thought on best practices and the insistence upon student
accountability in their learning, the rubric typically specifies both what students should
know and how well they should perform. Thus, levels and standards are easily translated
into the socially acceptable "grade." A real strength of the rubric system is the reliability
in grades that they provide. With the inherent validity, the rubric can help to minimize the
mismatch between scoring criteria and actual performance (1999).
A final strength of rubrics is the inter-rater reliability they provide. "When
teachers assess student performance, they're not placing value or judgement on it- that's
evaluating or grading. They're simply reporting a student's profile of achievement"
(Wiggins, 2002). When the determination of student progress and consequently student
success is left to the judgement of anyone, it is absolutely essential that clear criteria be
provided. The likelihood that different raters will score a piece in a significantly similar
fashion is greatly improved when performance level criteria are clearly defined by a few,
specific criteria (Mabry, 1999). This characteristic of rubrics is no small detail as teachers
try to look objectively at student work. "In this era when test scores carry such high
stakes as school takeovers, the loss of jobs, the denial of diplomas and opportunities for
higher education, invalid assessment procedures are unacceptable" (Mabry, 1999).
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In Using generalizability theory to estimate the reliability of writing scores

derived from holistic and analytical scoring methods (Swartz, Montgomery, Wakely,
1999), the researchers attempted to determine the value of performance based assessment
in writing. The perceived problem was that using classical test theory to assess writing is
unreliable because it only allows for a single source of variance within a given analysis.
The researchers wanted to find out the effect of employing Generalizability theory to
writing assessment because of the ability to investigate multiple sources of variance to
estimate the reliability of test scores. Therefore, the question was "what was the impact of
the number of raters and the type of decision (relative vs. absolute) on the reliability of
writing scores (Swartz et al. p. 493-494).
The researchers used the Spontaneous Writing portion of the Test of Written
Language -2 to measure writing skills. This test purports to test conventional (isolated
vocabulary), linguistic (contextual vocabulary) and mechanical (grammar, punctuation,
capitalization, spelling) components of writing for contrived and spontaneous situations.
Raters were put through an intensive training session to ensure reliability of scores. The
subjects were students from a rural/ suburban middle school in south central Alabama.
The community was a middle-sized city with industrial complexes and a university
providing the primary sources of employment. There were 251 subjects that ranged in age
from 11 to 14 years. The students were found to be 55% female, 52% Caucasian, 48%
African-American and 61 % received free and reduced lunch. Approximately 3.4% of the
students received some form of special education (Swartz et al. p. 494 ).
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The results indicate that the most variance in scores was attributable to differences
among students. They also showed that the dependability of ratings of Contextual Style
and Legibility might be problematic because of the relatively large amount of variance
attributable to raters. "As expected, the results indicated that as the number of raters
increased, the reliability of the scores increased in the same way that increasing the
number of items on a test usually increases the reliability of scores" (Swartz et al. p. 498).
The results indicated that a considerable cost would be incurred due to the need for five
raters to reach the .90 reliability criterion. The researchers suggest that it would be
substantially more cost effective to improve rater training and to increase rater training
time (Swartz et al. p. 499).
Assessment literacy is the key to effective instruction. Students are empowered by
their teachers when they are encouraged to use the assessment tools that allow
them to take responsibility for their own achievement. The mystery of good
writing is removed. Richard Stiggins (1997)
Education has a long history of relying on inauthentic assessment techniques.
Instead, the focus has been on what facts have been learned and the providing correct
answers. This type of assessment is not representative of the types of skills required in the
workforce. In his article, "The Case for Authentic Assessment," researcher Grant
Wiggins (1999) advances the notion that "assessment is authentic when we directly
examine student performance on worthy intellectual tasks." Wiggins specifically suggests
that writing teachers present students with the full array of tasks that mirror the priorities
and challenges found in the best instructional activities. These include: 1) conducting
research; 2) writing, revising and discussing papers; 3) providing an engaging oral
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analysis of a recent political event; 4) or collaborating with others on a debate (Wiggins,
1999).
As early as 1992, the United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment
(OT A) suggested that students be "required to create an answer or a product that
demonstrates their knowledge and skills" (Elliott, 1995). Similar to other experts in the
field of assessment, there was an urging for "student construction of' rather than
"selection of' a response (Elliott, 1995). We were encouraged to provide direct
"observation of student behavior on tasks resembling those commonly required for
functioning in the world outside school" (Elliott, 1995). Elliott (1995) suggests how
teachers can positively influence students' performances: 1) He calls for teachers to select
assessment models that are clearly aligned to what has been taught; 2) Teachers should
share scoring criteria for the assessment task with students prior of working on the task;
3) Students should be provided with clear statements of standards and or several models
of acceptable performances before they attempt a task; 4) Teachers should encourage
students to complete self-assessments of their performances; 5) Last, Elliott encourages
students' performances be evaluated by comparing them to standards that are
developmentally appropriate, as well as other students' performances.
Grant Wiggins urges that we evaluate students in as near to real-world contexts as
possible. Wiggins stated that "if the education community is to meet the challenge placed
on it by society, business and lawmakers, of 'producing' students which are ready to
function in the workplace, then the method of assessment and preparation must be
changed (Wiggins, I 999). In his challenge to educators, Wiggins (1999) makes a series of
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comparisons between authentic assessments and traditional tests. The standout
information in this article is the urging of the paradigm shift from traditional "testing"
toward the implementation of authentic assessments. Wiggins' challenge will require a
major change in our thinking if it is to happen. "Gone are the days when we can rely on
'conventional, paper and pencil, one answer questions.' We cannot expect the great
changes we require if we continue to ask students to provide, select or choose one correct
answer" (Wiggins, 1999).
In his book Understanding by Desi,m, Wiggins (1998) forwards the topic of
"Backward Design." He reminds teachers that they should start with the end result in
mind and work back toward the beginning. Once they determine the outcome, they
should decide on acceptable evidence. This is the rubric-building process that is essential
to student understanding. The last step in the planning process is to actually plan the
learning experiences (Wiggins, p.9).
The belief that we can test anything with the traditional "paper-and-pencil"
method began to be challenged by such publications as A Nation at Risk with a call for
the revamping in our education system in the United States. Wheh big business, with all
of its money and political influence joined in, there was an urgency to focus on more
real-world skills since even the students with the best grades coming out of high school
were requiring training in the most basic of work-related skills. Further, Wiggins speaks
in support of the business world when he states "authentic tasks involve 'ill-structured'
challenges and roles that help students rehearse for the complex ambiguities of the
'game' of adult and professional life" (Wiggins, 1999).
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In the research article Leveling the Playing Field: Students; Educational

Attainment and States' Pe,fonnance Testing Muller and Schiller (2000) bring forth
findings that indicate that course work, teacher expectations and state testing models have
less influence on student outcomes than socioeconomic status. Muller and Schiller
suggest that policies that specify consequences for students appear to equalize the
academic attainment. Their findings were based on student work in math, but their
research demonstrated that the rigorous standards required by some schools supercede the
disadvantages imposed by a lack of economic or educational advantage.
The 1999 study by Patricia Avery titled Authentic Assessment and Instruction
examined how student demographics, student engagement and teacher instruction
influenced student performance on one authentic assessment task. Based on the work of
Fred Newmann and associates at the University of Wisconsin, this study proposed an
"integrated conception of authentic intellectual achievement based on three criteria:
synthesis, evaluation, and analysis. (Newmann as cited in Avery, 1995). Newmann
advanced the notion that "students construct knowledge when they synthesize, evaluate,
or analyze data in ways that require more than mere memorization or replication" (368).
Newmann's model for authenticity may be reflected in three criteria: assessment
tasks, instruction, and student indicators of authenticity. In most classrooms, the
researchers found low levels of authentic pedagogy. Correspondingly, the researchers
found authentic pedagogy to be a strong predictor of authentic student performance
(369). The design ofNewmann's study did not permit a strong test of the relationship
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between student pe1formance, instruction, and assessment because the assessment tasks
and the curriculum varied by teacher.
Avery, in her study, focused on the relationship of student demographic variables,
student engagement, authentic instruction and authentic student performance. She looked
at the degree to which student demographics, student engagement, and level of authentic
instruction account for differences in student performance. Her results demonstrated that
instruction has a "strong effect on student performance on assessment tasks and students
who receive a higher level of authentic instruction are more likely to demonstrate a
higher level of authentic performance" (372). A very found authentic pedagogy has a
strong impact on differences in students' authentic academic performance. The
implications of the study are that the quality of instruction is critical to student success.
"Teachers may have elements of authentic instruction, and promote critical thought and
inquiry in their classrooms, but if they give low-level, basic skills tests, their students do
not have the opportunity to demonstrate authentic work" (372).
The portfolio as an instruction tool has only begun to take root in the education
system. According Tierney and Clark (1998), teachers should ask students to self-assess
their strengths, weaknesses, and personal growth. Current best practices suggest that the
writing student compile a portfolio of several pieces of a particular mode of writing then
choose only a few for polishing and grading ( 1998). According to Tierney and Clark
(1998), education originally perceived portfolios as a response to the failure of
standardized tests and an effort to attempt to fully capture "the richness as well as the
diversity of classroom experiences." Compared to standardized tests which tend to
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perpetuate externally controlled, decontextualized learning situations, portfolios move the
locus of control into the classroom and make the education more student-centered and
relevant (1998). A well-conceived portfolio system allows teachers a means of assessing
their classroom practices thus affording Lhem Lhe uppurluuily to modify and improve their
classroom practices to meet student needs.
When used properly, portfolios provide: 1) a student-centered forum for
collaborative discussion; 2) peer critiques; and 3) an opportunity for personal growth and
self-assessment (1998). Also, Student-teacher, student-parent, student-student, teacherparent, and teacher-administrator discussions then become possible. It is important for the
evaluator to limit the discussion to a small number of skills so as to avoid overwhelming
the writer. Student on student conversations are much like any other student-involved
conversation in that the student must be honest with his or her assessment of performance
and the students must thoroughly understand what is being asked of them. Portfolio's
provide the forum for all of these authentic learning and assessment opportunities.
Furthermore, when students, teachers, parents, and administrators collaborate and all
parties are at an understanding as to what is required and what has been learned in a
particular class, effective communication can take place (1998).
In the study Evaluating students' progress by reading their journals (1999),
Masse describes a qualitative study of attitudes an concerns toward writing in a beginning
sophomore media writing course at the college level used student journals as a formative
classroom assessment technique with the objectives of determining the relevance and
value of student journals.
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After evaluating the responses in student journals, Masse concluded that the use
of student journals may provide writing educators with a means of establishing more
cooperative and collaborative relationships. The journals "provide an outlet to express
their attitudes toward writing" (55). The journals also offer instructors a tool through
which they can better understand students' thoughts as they learn to write.
Required skills as delineated by the Commission on Student Learning
The Washington Commission on Student Learning recommends that classroom
teachers structure all writing instruction to address The Essential Academic Learning
Requirements (EALRs). The Commission intended EALRs to be targets for students and
teachers. As "the EALRs represent those specific academic skills students are required to
meet in the classroom" (OSPI). The Commission's goal was that educators and students
increase achievement so that when they leave school they possess the knowledge to
function in an increasing] y complex world.
The EALRs are aligned with four goals: 1) Students will read with
comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and responsibly in a
variety of ways and settings; 2) Students to know and apply the core concepts and
principles of mathematics; social, physical, and life sciences; civics and history;
geography; arts; and health and fitness; 3) Students will think analytically, logically, and
creatively and to integrate experience and knowledge to form reasoned judgements and
solve problems; 4) Students should understand the importance of work and how
performance, effort, and decisions directly affect future career and educational
opportunities. "Ultimately, learners must understand the link between their personal
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efforts and performance in school and their decisions about future career and education
opportunities" (OSPI, 1997).
The targets the EALRs provide students and educators with the frameworks
which they must achieve. Instructors of writing such as Masse, have demonstrated that

"when students work toward well-defined, common themes, their confidence and ability
to write effectively increases" (1999). A sound writing program includes the EALRs that
address reading, writing and listening.
Reading components outlined in the Washington State Essential Academic Leaming
Requirements are:
1) The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read:
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 use word recognition and word meaning skills to read and comprehend
text such as phonics, context clues, picture clues and word origins; roots,
prefixed, and suffixes of words
1.2 build vocabulary through reading
1.3 read fluently, adjusting reading for purpose and material
1.4 understand elements of literature such as story elements, use of humor,
exaggeration, and figures of speech
1.5 use features of non-fiction text and computer software such
as titles, headings, pictures, maps, and charts to find and understand
specific information
2) The student understands the meaning of what is read.
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To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 comprehend important ideas and details
2.2 expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas
B) think critically and analyze authors' use of language, style, purpose,
and perspective
3) The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 read to learn new information
3.2 read to perform a task
3.3 read for literary experience in a variety of forms
3.4 read for career applications
4) The student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
To meet this standard, the student will:

4.1 assess•strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback to improve reading
4.3 develop interests and share reading experiences
Writing components outlined in the Washington State Essential Academic
Learning Requirements are:
1) The student writes clearly and effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 develop concept and design
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1.2 use style appropriate to the audience and purpose
1.3 apply writing conventions
2) The student writes in a variety of forms for different audiences and .purposes.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 write for different audiences
2.2 write for different purposes
2.3 write in a variety of forms
2.4 write for career applications
3) The student understands and uses the steps of the writing process.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 prewrite
3.2 draft
3.3 revise
3.4 edit
3.5 publish
4) The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of written work.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess own strengths and needs for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback
Communication components outlined in the Washington State Essential
Academic Learning Requirements are:
I) The student uses listening and observation skills to gain understanding.
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To meet this standard, the student will:
7) focus attention
8) listen and observe to gain and interpret information
9) check for understanding by asking questions and paraphrasing
2) The student communicates ideas clearly and effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 communicate clearly to a range of audiences for different purposes
2.2 develop content and ideas
2.3 use effective delivery
2.4 use effective language and style
2.5 effectively use action, sound, and/ or images to support presentations
3) The student uses communication strategies and skills to work effectively with others.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 use language to interact effectively and responsibly with others
3.2 work cooperatively as a member of a group
3.3 seek agreement and solutions through discussion
4) The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of formal and informal
communication.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback
4.3 analyze mass communication
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4.4 analyze how communication is used in career settings
The Commission on Student Learning (1999) recommended that writing
instruction be intentionally developed through the writing process: prewriting, drafting,
revisiug, etliliug, aud publishing. Each stage has required skills that need to be taught and
reinforced in the writing curriculum. In the prewriting stage, students should consider
their topic, audience, and purpose. Students should apply a prewriting strategy to
generate and organize ideas. Students should consider their relationship to the audience
and how this relationship affects language and voice. Finally, the student should use
available resources for ideas as needed. The drafting stage requires that the student
articulate the main idea or thesis statement. Supporting details and evidence are to be
provided. The student should show awareness of purpose and audience, sequences
information effectively, and select a format based on the requirement of the writing
prompt. In the revising stage, the student should communicate a main idea supported by
detail. Also, the student should add, delete, rearrange or substitute content to improve
coherence. Writing should be organized into unified, concise paragraphs. The student
should communicate an organizing strategy, and attend to word choice and voice. Flow
of ideas and effectiveness of writing should be reviewed as well. In the editing stage, the
student should conduct a self-evaluation, participate in own peer editing, and participate
as a peer editor. At this point in the process, the student should check for conventions. In
the final stage of the writing process, the student produces a clean final draft and shares it
with the chosen audience (Washington Student Assessment System Classroom-Based
Assessment Review Committee, 16-17).
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Summary
In the years following the publishing of A Nation at Risk, education practices
major went through major changes. Fundamental questions about how we design
curriculum, how we frame 4uestio11s and how we assess our students were targeted in the
effort to improve the quality of education our youth received. Much of the focus fell upon
the connection between design, delivery and assessment. Education researcher Grant
Wiggins' research makes this connection as it suggests educators design curriculum by
stating the desired outcome first then working back through the delivery of the lesson.
Richard Stiggins work further supports the connection between design, delivery and
assessment in his suggesting that educators provide clear targets. Any number of
education experts supports authentic instruction and assessment. Research also points to
the effectiveness of the use of rubrics as an objective measurement tool to accurately
assess student achievement of learning outcomes.
The research and literature on best practices of integration of assessment into
writing point to a need to coordinate authentic, classroom based performance assessment
and the performance based assessment required on the W ASL. This performance-based
assessment provides an insight into the effectiveness of school programs as it measures
what students need and what teachers should teach.

Chapter Three: Design of Project
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a pe1formance-based
assessment model for the evaluation of students in an English composition class in the
Kittitas School District.
Review of Literature
In the review of the literature and research, certain themes were validated and

clarified. Among the most prevalent themes in the literature were the suggestions for
standards-driven rubrics that provide validity in scoring. Student-centered classrooms and
instruction is another prevalent theme. Various experts urge the implementation of best
practices to include: student-centered classrooms and discussion groups, engaging
activities which promote authentic learning opportunities, the focus on a few writing
skills at a time rather than overwhelming students with all corrections, and school
accountability to examine test results and adjust instruction and curriculum when
necessary. Students are to be encouraged to compile a Jong-term portfolio and conduct
self-evaluation and goal setting.
Still other themes were brought to the forefront in the literature review. In most
cases, the author was remotely aware of the practice or idea, and was not aware of the
momentum supporting implementation. "Teachers of writing should increase modeling
writing - drafting, revising, sharing - as a fellow author and as a demonstration of
process" (Daniels et al, 1998). An interesting theme that will require time to catch on is
the suggestion that teachers thoroughly grade of only a few student-selected and polished
32
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pieces. This practice would definitely signal a move toward a truly student-centered
classroom. Collaborative discussions are stressed throughout the literature. There is also
an urging to teach students how do conduct collaborative discussions about writing.
··· Again; we are urging students to become accountable for their own education and not
rely for the teacher to "tell" them everything. The literature also supports the utilization
of cooperative learning groups as an extension of the workplace.
Personal Experience
Professional experiences include teaching writing in grades six through twelve
over a six-year career in two distinct educational settings. In each case, because of the
Washington Essential Academic Learning Requirements, the job and the desired
curriculum were clearly defined. The education vernacular of this entire period has
focused on standards, accountability, test scores, and curriculum alignment. The
curriculum alignment movement is of great importance to students that change schools in
the course of their education. Those students that must change schools along the way are
similarly assisted by the fact that all schools in Washington assess at benchmark years 4,
7, and 10. The author has become aware that administering assessments at these levels
are not enough to achieve our true goal; a world class education for all students.
Finally, the author has learned that education is truly attempting to make a
paradigm shift in the field of assessment, by moving away from traditional recall and
regurgitate testing toward a holistic, ongoing evaluation of student progress. The system
that Washington Educators helped OSPI put into place and assessments such as the
W ASL provide an excellent opportunity to look at program strengths and weaknesses. In
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its present state however, it does not inform individual instruction as efficiently as
educators would like. Intermediate assessments should be administered in the context of
the writing classes at the various levels leading up to the benchmark tests.
· A carefully designed writing assessment given at the end of the ninth grade school ··

year would provide the sophomore level teacher with valuable information about
individual students. This district-level assessment would also provide an overall
indication of the cmTiculum adjustments necessary to take the students from their current
level toward the desired grade ten competencies. If utilized properly, this district writing
assessment will serve as a stepping stone for improving instruction at all levels. There are
no secrets or surprises on the W ASL therefore; educators need to make intentional,
informed decisions to assist students in meeting learning goals.
In the current political climate, educators are required to justify their
accomplishments by showing test results. Adding a test to determine how a student may
do on another test may meet some resistance as it signals concerns of curriculum
standardization and "teaching to the test." Additionally, the discussion of standardization
or alignment of curriculum raises questions about infringement on academic freedom.
This proposed writing assessment would be designed to be as non-intrusive as possible.
Additionally, this district writing assessment would allow teachers to continue
doing most of their time-tested lessons, thus protecting precious individuality and
academic freedom. At the same time, the district writing assessment would challenge the
same teachers to make the necessary adjustments to their instruction in order to improve
student learning.
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Methods
The "District Writing Assessment" will be distributed in the month of May to all
freshmen composition students. A team of three teachers will participate in the scoring of
the assessmenl. Tu keep the assessment in accordance with suggested best practices in the
authentic assessment of performance based learning, the students will be given the
writing prompt and allowed to utilize class time to apply the writing process to the task at
hand.
The raters will utilize the holistic expository rubric for content, organization and
style distributed by the Washington State Office of Public Instruction for the instruction
and assessment of expository prompts. The raters will utilize the conventions rubric
distributed by the same. The three teachers will read a set of anchor papers and compare
scores. They will score the papers on a scale of one to four. There should be no
discrepancy greater than one between any of the raters. If there is a discrepancy of greater
than one, the teachers should discuss the discrepancy and come to a compromise.
The students will be given the following prompt and instructions:
During the course of your schooling, you have had many teachers teach
you in many subjects. Write an essay to the teacher that had the greatest impact in
your schooling. Explain to him or her why he or she had the greatest impact on
your schooling. Support your explanation with evidence and examples.
You are encouraged to utilize the writing process as you will be evaluated on your
use of the entire process: Pre-writing, Drafting, Revising, Editing, and Publishing. You
will be given class time to complete your response, but your teacher can give no help or
advice on your response. You may use peer critique to get advice and revising/ editing
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assistance. Your final response will be read by three teachers and kept in your portfolio as
an artifact of your writing ability at this time in your school experience.

Chapter Four: Components of the Project
The District Writing Assessment for 9th grade composition students in the Kittitas
School District was designed to check the correlation between best practices in teaching
and what students learned in a semester writing course. A major consideration in
designing both the class and the writing prompt was alignment with the appropriate
EALRs. The information, strengths and weaknesses of the student responses to the
writing prompt will provide the sophomore teacher with immediate, valuable information
about each student. The students in the last three sophomores have scored on average,
15% below state average in the writing category on the W ASL. This district-administered
assessment provided writing teachers with targeted areas for improvement.
The artifacts collected in the student's portfolios over the course of the freshman
year, including the district writing assessment, were used to build inform the sophomore
humanities teacher. These portfolios provided a clear picture of the competency levels of
each student in those areas required by the EALRs on the W ASL. Also included in this
project were the course outcomes for the sophomore humanities class. It incorporated the
United States History requirements and the Sophomore English requirements of the
Kittitas School District. The writing assessment was a key piece of a larger goal of
verifying correlation of district-assessed writing levels to WASL scores. Over the course
of several years, the competency levels of each student were compared to what the
student scores on the W ASL.
The key administrative guidelines and documents for the freshman writing class
were included in this project. The Content, Organization, and Style and the Conventions
37
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Scoring Guide were chosen to provide a holistic assessment of the students'
competencies on a writing prompt. By using the State scoring guides, the author was able
to control the consistency of scoring to a high degree. The class syllabus was designed to
foster the implementation of the best practices from the review of the literature. The class
specific "report card" was developed to clearly display and explain to students, parents,
teachers, and administrators the performance levels the individual students attained. The
"report card" also identified the assessments that would be used to .document student
progress toward specific learning goals. A class curriculum overview was developed to
provide a visual guide to the class and to examine pedagogy and implementation of best
practices.
Summary
The methods and practices introduced in the literature and supported by the
current research are all included in this comprehensive composition curriculum.
Furthermore, the methods and practices promote the recurring themes from the literature
and research: teacher training, pedagogy of instrnction, clear targets, well conceived
scoring guides, authentic assessment of performance-based instrnction. To achieve these
themes, essential elements should be implemented to provide a complete writing and
assessment program. These elements include a program assessment prompt, a program
curriculum guide, a program-specific report card, and a course syllabus. Each piece
serves to direct the educator, student and parent in the implementation of best practices in
a writing program. Together, the elements of this program produce a well-rounded plan
for students to grow in the writing discipline.
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The following is a comprehensive assessment program for a freshman
composition course. There are four components required for the implementation of this
program that incorporates current research on best practices and methods. They include
the program assessment writing prompt, the program curriculum guide, the program
report card, and the course syllabus.
Program Assessment Writing Prompt
During the course of your schooling, you have had many teachers teach you in
many subjects. Write an essay to the teacher that had the greatest impact in your
schooling. Explain to him or her why he or she had the greatest impact on your
schooling. Support your explanation with evidence and examples.
• You are encouraged to utilize the writing process as you will be evaluated on
your use of the entire process: Pre-writing, Drafting, Revising, Editing, and
Publishing.
• You will be given class time to complete your response, but your teacher can
give no help or advice on your response.
• You may use peer critique to get advice and revising I editing assistance.
• Your final response will be read by three teachers and kept in your portfolio as
an artifact of your writing ability at this time in your school experience.
This writing prompt provides an opportunity for students to display their understanding
of the writing process beginning with pre-writing and finishing with publishing. The
students should be provided with a copy of the Content, Organization, and Style rubric
(Appendix A) as well as the Conventions rubric (Appendix B) in advance of the
administration of the writing prompt and assessment.
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Program Curriculum Guide
The curriculum guide (Appendix C) was developed to provide an outline for the
implementation of best practices and the application of appropriate pedagogy in a
semester-long, 86-minute daily composition class. The curriculum guide may be adjusted
lo meet the varying time reyuiremenls of different situations. Consistent attention to
desired student learning outcomes were a focus throughout the planning process.
The author recommends that the students be introduced to the expectations of the
class (report card and syllabus) immediately upon the commencement of the school year.
Best practices should be implemented in contextual settings with ample opportunity for
the students to receive maximum benefit and guidance from the teacher and their peers.
In every case, when a new strategy or format for teaching and learning is introduced,

(SSR, Writing Journals) the teacher and the student should be absolutely clear as to the
desired learning outcomes from the particular strategy or format. The best way to
accomplish this goal is to relate the curriculum guide to the report card and its associated
EALRs. This simple step should ensure students and teachers are working toward the
same outcomes.
Program Report Card
The report card (Appendix D) was included to present to students and parents the
grade-specific EALRs in an easy-to-follow format. The types of assessments are provided
to inform the reader of the type of assessment to be utilized. The performance levels 1 - 4
are defined in an attempt to provide student and parent with a clear picture of a student's
progress in meeting required performance levels. The card also provides the various
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grade-specific goals as well as class expectations for each student. Some blank spaces are
provided for flexibility in listing student-specific performances. The teacher should
provide each student with a copy of this report card at the beginning of the term in order
to provide the student the opportunity to keep a running tally of their performance in the
class. The teacher shuultl alsu k.eeµ a similar file on each student in order to maintain
constant feedback on both individuals and the class as a whole. This report card should be
used as a continual guide to inform instruction. ,
Course Syllabus
The course syllabus (Appendix E) provides an explanation of the assignment of
grades, class terminology and required course outcomes. In the assessment of student
work, the author will look at the students' abilities in the writing process, homework or
skills-building assignments, periodic quizzes and participation. The writing process will
receive the most weight in the determination of the students' grades. All writing pieces
that are ultimately scored for a grade should be correlated to the appropriate pe1formance
outcomes listed on the report card. The syllabus should be referred to periodically to
refocus the students and the teacher on the goals and required outcomes for the class.
Summmy
The essential elements of a complete writing and assessment program include a
program assessment prompt, a program curriculum guide, a program-specific report card,
and a course syllabus. Each piece serves to direct the educator, student and parent in the
implementation of best practices in a writing program. Together, the elements of this
program produce a well-rounded plan for students to grow in the writing discipline.
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Chapter Five:
Summary, Conclusion, Reconm1endations and Future Considerations
Summary
The intent of the Kittitas Evaluation of Student Learning of Course Outcomes of
an English Composition Class was to measure what students learned upon completion of
the semester-long composition course and provide feedback to the sophomore teacher in
an effort to inform instruction. Upon completion of the course, students were to respond
to a writing prompt which was scored by three writing teachers using the Washington
State Assessment of Student Learning rubrics for content, organization, style and
conventions. The course was thoroughly aligned with the Essential Academic Learning
Requirements and every instructional practice was backed by best practice and research.
The response created by the student was saved in a student portfolio as a key component
of evidence of their learning and the meeting of the required competencies for the ninth
grade.
The review of literature included examination of best practices in the instruction
of writing classes and the required skills as delineated by the Commission on Student
Learning. Research was also reviewed which addressed effective writing instruction in
the areas of the use of rubrics; performance based assessment in writing, basic writing
skill assessment, teacher expectations and rigor in curriculum, student engagement and
journal writing. Relationships between current effective strategies and pedagogy were
examined. Because this project was designed to assess a portion of a communications
program, all components of an effective writing program were included and integrated.
39
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Conclusion
Observations and research that occurred during the design of this Master's project
led to the conclusion that students were able to retain and transfer skills from writing
- instruction to other real application scenarios: Much of the review of literature focused on·
the suggestions of Grant Wiggins and Richard Stiggins. Both of these assessment
authorities advocate authentic performance based assessments. Wiggins and Stiggins both
assert that when students have clear outcomes and they are given assignments that
simulate real-world scenarios, they are able to retain and transfer skills to the task at hand
providing instruction was provided utilizing authentic settings and the outcomes were
performance based. The author concluded that the improvement in student's writing
scores was due to a combination of factors including strict adherence to best practices and
concentration on specific outcomes for each writing requirement.
Initially, the main focus was on the improvement of WASL scores. This simple
desire allows the teacher to fall into the trap of teaching to the test. According to the
literature and available research, an effective assessment program provides for a plethora
of opportunities to display competency in a particular outcome. The author was only
marginally aware of the benefits of a thorough assessment system that includes a
portfolio, loaded with artifacts representing student writing over the course of time. The
review of the literature and research broadened the scope of the author's mindset of an
effective writing class to include more journal writing and portfolio emphasis. It was
clear to the author after reviewing other teacher's practices that the writing journal gives
a great forum for students to examine their writing and thought patterns. Also, the
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compilation of a portfolio provided a hands-on forum to demonstrate learning over time
as well as an opportunity for the student to assess their own strengths and weaknesses.
In this age of high-stakes accountability, it became clear to the author that the
implementation of the portfolio system in our state needs to tulce a higher priority.
"Proponents of portfolios hope not only to broaden the measurement of performance, but
also to use portfolio assessment to encourage improved instruction" (Koretz, p. 309). The
well-conceived portfolio system is only effective if the teacher takes time to evaluate
what the results show.
Recommendations
The Kittitas district writing assessment was developed to satisfy a need for
authentic feedback on instruction in the writing program. Through consistent
implementation of the best practices and application of clear rubrics that assess clearly
identifiable learning outcomes, the quality of student writing will continue to improve in
the Kittitas School District. Though the project was a wmthwhile and meaningful, the
author would like to stress the importance of continual improvement and assessment of
teaching methods. The key to effective writing instruction is effective writing instruction
and authentic writing opportunities. The following guidelines are not content or grade
level specific. The author makes these suggestions for the continued improvement of the
writing program in the Kittitas Secondary School:
• Strict alignment and delegation of grade level expectations for each student to be
met as evidenced by a portfolio that should follow the student through graduation.
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• Instruction in the process of writing is essential to the development of writing
competency in students. Cmriculum based in the writing process allows students to take
ownership of their writing education.
• Pocus on the process, not the product in early instruction. As students become
more proficient and comfortable with the elements of effective writing in various genre,
the quality of the product will correspondingly improve.
• Because there are many different definitions for the steps of the writing process,
it is essential that teachers and students focus on developing their message effectively and
concisely.
• Collaboration and cooperation are skills required of our students in the
workplace. The construction of a writing piece provides an excellent opportunity for
students to make observations, decide on the effectiveness of a piece, make
recommendations and accept constructive comments from peers and teachers alike. The
collaborative groups can also help establish a protocol and framework within which
students can resolve differences and solve problems.
• Districts should continue to review and work to align curriculum in order to
provide a continuum of instruction for all students. Because of the standard requirements
established by the State, this task should be of the highest priority to all districts.
Future Considerations
The data provided from the implementation of this project could be used for a
study looking for correlation between student achievement in the Kittitas writing program
and student performance on the W ASL. When all components of an effective writing
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program are implemented and utilized to their potential, not only does the student

receive first-rate writing instruction, but the student also builds a verifiable record of their
performance levels in the various learning outcomes established by the State of
Washington, The author or another data driven educator could evaluate the performance
levels of the students on both assessments and draw conclusions as to the effectiveness of
the W ASL in its established goal of measuring specific EALRs.
Another possibility for the use of this project sterns from the introduction of
President Bush's "No child left behind" legislation, states and ultimately schools will be
responsible to demonstrate progress toward established learning outcomes every school
year, not just during state-established benchmark years. This writing assessment, with
time to gather data and validate results, could be used as the instrument with which all
Kittitas ninth grade students are assessed. Currently, there are many debates as to how
each state and ultimately how each district will demonstrate student growth each year
without incurring the tremendous additional costs associated with evaluating performance
based assessments. With modifications to reflect appropriate age groups, this assessment
could be implerne,nted to any grade level in the school district. There would be some
additional teacher training required to provide reliable scores on anchor papers. By
following the format introduced in chapter three, the Kittitas School District would be
reasonably assured that it could provide reliable indications of student performance.
These data would not only act to satisfy assessment motivated politicians, but they would
also serve the more important goal of informing instruction.
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Appendix A

Content, Organization, and Style Scoring Guide
Points
•

I

Descrintion
• maintains consistent focus on tb.e topic and has ample supporting details
• has a logical organizational pattern and conveys a sense of completeness and
wholeness
• provides transitions which clearly serve to connect ideas
• uses language effectively by exhibiting word choices that are engaging and
apprnpriate for intended audience and purpose
•·.
.
includes
sentences, or phrases where appropriate, of varied length nnd
•
structure
• allows the reader to sense the person behind the words
3
• maintains adequate focus on the topic and has adequate supporting details
• has a logical organizational pattern and conveys a sense of wholeness and
completeness, although some lapses occur
• provides adequate transitions in an attempt to connect ideas
• uses effective language and appropriate word choices for intended audience
and purpose
• includes sentences, or phrases where appropriate, that are somewhat varied in
length and strucrure
• provides the reader with some sense of the person behind the words
2
• demonstrates an inconsistent focus and includes some supporting details, but
may include extraneous or loosely related material
• shows an attempt at an organizational pattern, but exhibits little sense of
wholeness and completeness
• provides transitions which are weak or inconsistent
• has a limited and predictable vocabulary which may not be appropriate for the
intended audience and purpose
• shows limited variety in sentence length and structure
• attempts somewhat to P'ive the reader a sense of the nerson. behind the words
I
• demonstrates little or no focus and few supporting details which may be
inconsistent or interfere with the meaning of the text
• has little evidence of an organizational pattern or any sense of wholeness and
completeness
• provides transitions whlch are poorly utilized, or fails to provide transitions
• has a limited or inappropriate vocabulary for the intended audience and
purpose
• has little or no variety in sentence length and structure
• provides the reader with little or no sense of the oerson behlnd the words
0
• response is "I don't know"; response is a question mark(?); response is one
word: resoonse is onlv the title of the promot; or the promot is simPlv recooied

.

I

Appendix B

Conventions Scoring Guide
Points
2

l

0

Descriotion
• consistently follows the rules of standard English for
usage
• consistently follows the rules of standard English for spelling of
commonly used words
consistently
follows the rules of standard English for capitalization
•
and punctuation
• consistently exhibits the use of complete sentences except where
purposeful phrases or clauses are used for effect
• indicates paraeraohs consistentlv
• generally follows the rules of standard English for usage
• generally follows the rules of standard English for spelling of
commonly used words
generally
follows the rules of standard English for capitalization and
•
punctuation
generally
exhibits the use of complete sentences except where
•
purposeful phrases are used for effect
• indicates oaraeraohs for the most oart
• mostly does not follow the rules of standard English for usage
• mostly does not follow the rules of standard English for spelling of
commonly used words
• mostly does not follow the rules of standard English for
capitalization and punctuation
exhibits
errors in sentence structure that impede co=unication
•
• mostly does not indicate paragraphs
• response is "I don't !mow"; response is a question mark(?);
response is one word; response is only the title of the prompt; or the
oromot is simolv recooied

Appendix C

9th

Composition

September 2002

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

4•

s•

6.

Description:
Class
Expectations

Description:
Class
Expectations

Group
organization

Group
.organization

11•

12•

13•

Writing JoW11als:
Contextual
conventions

Library for
library books.

Writing Journals:
Written responses
to current event
topic

First day
F Ranch

9m Writing
Journals:
Contextual
conventions

101h

Description:
School yard ·
observations

Description:
School yard
observations

161.b Sustained
Silent Reading
(SSR)
Description:
Writing Process
Activity - Single
Cf General to
specific
development
from previous
weeks
observations

'

Wednesday

@

Lazy ·

Description:
School yard
observations

Description:
Classmate
observations

Friday

Description:
Classmate
observations

11•

18"'

19•

20•

Writing Journals:
Organization of
materialsGeneral to
specific

Sustained Silent
Reading (SSR)

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

Public Speaking:
Impromptus
(Checklist)

- Collaborative
Groups

Description: Peer
Critiques

Description:
Writing Process
Single1General to
specific
development
from previous
weeks
development

Writing Journal:
One topic from
reading thus farDescribe in
general to
specific terms
(three share)
Description:
Writing Process
Single 1General to
specific
development

Description: Peer
Critiques

-Polish
descriptive
. paragraph and
- One example as turn in for
a class and then · assessment by
break into pairs
teacher (Rubric)

23"

24th

25•

26ili

21•

Writing
Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

SSR

Overview
Writing Process

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

View examples
of skills
descriptions

Writing Journals:
Descriptive
response to
current event
topic.

Description:
Rewrite
descriotive <f's

Description: Prewrite job skills
(Power Writing)

Description:
Develoo

Public Speaking:
lmoromotus

- Collaborative
Groups
Descriotion:

Saturday

AppendixC
descriptive !J's

30•
Writing Journal:
Cume.x.tual
Conventions
Debrief
Description

Portfolio
Organization

(Power Writing)

Develop Topic
Sentence (TIS)
for each major
job held

Descriptions of
job related skills

(Checklist)

Description:
Descriptions of
job related skills
(rubric)
!9days

Appendix C

9th

Composition

October 2002

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1•

:."'

3~

4•

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to

Introduction to
exposition:
Discuss student
W ASL examples

-

Collaborativ
e Groups

Writing Journal:
One topic from
reading thus far Describe in

general to

- Focus on
examples of

exposition

Exposition: class
readings - In
collaborative
groups, identify
elements of
exposition in
context.

specific terms
(three share) _
Exposition: In
collaborative
groups, give
written directions
to tying shoes
and self-critique
(Checklist made
by students)

expository
current event
article
Public Speaking:
Impromptus
(Checklist)
Exposition: Give
directions to
making ice cream
sundaes
(Checklist made
by students)

7•

s•

9•

10•

11•

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions,
Preposition
check-up

SSR

Writing Journals:

Exposition: Prewriting to focus
on essential
locations in our
rooms.

Exposition:
Navigating our
Bedroom 'I Read examples of
Preposition
other room
lesson!
directions
(Collaborative
Groups)

-Collaborative
Groups
Exposition:
Apply
prepositions to
bedrocm
directions and
draft manuscript

Response to
Apply
prepositions to
bedroom
directions and
draft manuscript
(rubric)

expository
current event
article
Public Speaking:
Impromptus
(Checklist)

- Peer critiques
- Polish

14•

15"

16"

11•

18"

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
expository
current event
article

Exposition:
Debrief Bedroom
Navigation

Multiple 1 works
and transitions
Class readings
and identification
of transitional

- Collaborative
Groups
Class readings

Writing Journal:
One Lopic from
reading thus farDescribe in
general to
soecific terms

Public Speaking:
lmoromotus

Saturday

Appendix C
elements

and identification
of transitional

Exposition:
"Ideal"
introduction

elements
Exposition:
Brainstorm
collective ideals

(three share)

(Checklist)

Class readings

Exposition: Draft
and edit "Ideal"

and identification
of transitional
elements

piece

Exposition:
Revisit and revise
original

brainstorm begin subject
outline

21"

22...i

23'd

24•

25•

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to

Exposition: Draft
and Edit "Ideal"
piece

Contextual
Discuss student
W ASL examples
Exposition: Peer
critiques
- Polish and
submit (rubric)

Conventions
- Collaborative
Groups

Public Speaking:
Impromptus with
outside audience
(Checklist)

expository
current event

article
Public Speaking:
Impromptus with
outside audience
(Checklist)

Public Speaking:
Impromptus with
outside audience
(Checklist)

2s•

29•

30•

31"

1•

Writing Journals:
Contextua1
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextua1
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
expository
current event
article

Class reading:
· self-analysis for
strengths and
weaknesses.
- Identify key
eleffients of
critiques in
context.

Writing Journals:
One paragraph
explaining why
your SSR book is
a good choice for
freshmen.
Exposition:
Discuss student
W ASL examples

- Collaborative
Groups
Portfolio: Choose
three expository
pieces for selfcritique and
polish for
portfolio·

Portfolio: Choose
three expository
pieces for selfcritique and
polish for
portfolio

Portfolio: Choose
three expository
pieces for selfcritique and
polish for
portfolio (rubric) ·

24 Days

Appendix C
9th

Composition

November 2002

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

4"'

5"'

6"'

7"'

8"'

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
expository

Introduce recipe
writing prompt
for class recipe
book
- View sample
recipes and
identify essential
elements of
exposition

Recipe power
write

-Fonnubte
recipe and steps /
instructions to
achieve the
desired outcome

- Collaborative
Groups

-Formulate
recipe and steps /
instructions to
achieve the
desired outcome

Writing Journal:
One topic from
reading thus farDescribe in
general to
specific terms
(three share)

current event

article
Polfsh and submit
recipe to teacher
(rubric)

- Formulate
recipe and steps /
instructions to
achieve the
desired outcome
- Peer criitques

11"'

12"'

13•

14"'

1s•

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
expository
current event
article

Rewrite recipe:
submit one copy
to portfolio and
one to class
recipe book

Portfolio
organization:
Choose one or
two expository
writing responses
for portfolio
collection /
complete selfcritique

-

CollaboratiV
e Groups

Science Paper
Overview:
timeline and
deadlines

Portfolio
organization:
Choose one or
two expository
writing responses
for portfolio
collection /
complete selfcritique

- Identify
elements of ?vfl...A
formatting for
citations

Science Paper:
Becoming an
informed
consumer of
websites
Identify elements
ofMLA
formatting for
citations

1s•

19•

20•

21"

22"'

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions,
Check-up on
MLA citations

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
expository
current event
anicle, Check-up
on ML.A citations

Science Paper:
Brainstonning for·
topics - initial
searches

Science Paper:
Brainstorming for
topics
Formation of
Collaborative
groups. (Cause,
Effect, Solution)

- Collaborative
Groups
Science Paper:

..

. .

Writing journals:
check-up on
MLA citations
Science Paper:
Note taking /
Research - View
sample works

Science Paper:
Note taking/
research -

Saturday

Appendix C
Note taldng
procedures

cited pages

fonnation of
works cited pg.

25"'

26"'

27"'

28"'

29"'

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Jownals:
Contextual
Conventions

No Class

No Class

Science Paper:
Note taking/
research
- view sample
outlines and
identify elements
of organization

- organization of
information
toward outline
- introductions

Science Paper:
Note taking/

researchorganization of
information
toward outline
(rubric)
- introductions

- Collaborative
Groups
Science Paper:

Note taking/
researchorganization of
information
toward outline
- introductions
- rough works
cited due (rubric)

18 Days

Appendix C

9th

Composition

December 2002

Sunday

Monday

---

2"'

Tuesday
-3rd

---

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions,

Student

MLA check-up
Science Paper:
Manuscript
writing

expository
examples from
WASL prompt

- conclusions

Science Paper.
Manuscript
writing

Wednesday
- -- 4111
Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions
- Collaborative
Groups

Science Paper:
-Manuscript
writing
- conclusions

- conclusions

Thursday

Friday

5•

6"

Writing Journals:
Choose two
writing journal
Writing Journal:
expository
One topic from
responses and
reading thus far - .
polish for
Describe in
portfolio
general to
Manuscript
specific terms
(three share)
writing: Combine
introduction.
Manuscript
conclusion,
writing: Combine
manuscript and
introduction,
works cited
conclusion,
(rubric)
manuscript and
works cited
Debrief

SSR

9"

10•

11"

12•

13"

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

SSR

Science Paper

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

Science Paper

Rewrites

Writing Journals:
Response to
persuasive
current event
article

- Collaborative
Groups

Rewrites
Persuasive
writing overview
Class reading:
Identify elemenlS
of persuasion
- Co1laborative
groups

Persuasive
Writing: Letters
to the editor

-

Review
examples
and identify
elements

-

Writing
process:
Develop
letter to the
editor on
current topic ·

Persuasive
Writing: Letters
to the editor

-

-

Peer
critiques of
letter to the
editor
Submit to
teacher
(rubric)

16•

11•

1s•

19"

20"

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR

Writing Journals:
Response to
persuasive
current event
article

Student
Persuasive
Writing:
Arl?tlment to

Examples of

-

• Collaborative
Groups

Saturday

Persuasive
Writing: Polish
and submit final
conies - one to

Persuasive

15Days

Appendix C
parents for a

Persuasive

cenain present
(Power Writes)

Prompt from

. Collaborative
groups to share
and identify other

WASL

arguments

23TJ

Persuasive
Writing: Peer

critiques

Persuasive
Writing: Drafting
and revising

teacher and one
mailed to parents
(rubric)

Speech:
Persuasive
Impromptus

Persuasive
Speech:
Persuasive
Impromptus

No Class No Class

No Class No Class

No Class No Class

No Class No Class

NoClaSS
30°

NoClaSS

Appendix C

91h Composition
January 2003

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

.

6·

1•

g•

9•

10•

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR: Book

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

SSR: Drafting

write up and

Writing Journals:
Response to
persuasive
current event
article

presentation

Choose one

Class reading:
Identify elements
of persuasion
- Collaborative

. Groups
Review Memo

Models
Persuasive
Prompt: Persuade
principal Writing process

review criteria
Student

- Collaborative
Groups

faamples of

Persuasive
Writing: Polish
and submit
memos to

Persuasive

Prompt from
WASL
Persuasive
Writing:
Persuade

principnl. (rubric)

-

book review

(Part of
portfolio

response to
persuasive
current event
article and polish
for portfolio

presentation)
One copy to
teacher, one
to principal

principal Writing process
- Peer critiques

13•

14•

15•

16•

11•

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

Rewrite

District

Portfolios /

Persuasive

Writing Journals:
Contextual
Conventions

Writing

Critiques

Rewrite

Pieces

District

Assessment

Persuasive

Writing

(rubric)

Pieces

Assessment

20•

21•

22"'

23"

Semester

Portfolios /

Portfolio

Portfolio

Portfolio

Break

Critiques

Presentations

Presentations

Presentations

14 Days

Appendix C
Critiques

(checklist /

(checklist/

(checklist/

rubric)

rubric)

rubric)

Appendix D

Assessment

I

Jo - Journal
Ob - Observation: Anecdotal notes w/ rubric
Cl - Checklist
Sa • Samole of Work w/ rubric
Co - Conference
Wo - Writina and or oromot w/ rubric
Pf - Portfolio w/self-assessment or oeer feedback
So - Public Soeakina

'

'

Performance Levels

4
3
2
1

•
•
•

Above Standard:
Meets Standard:
Working Toward
Below Standard:

Exceeds standard - PerforminQ above expectation
Solid performance 011 standard
Standard: Partial performance with continuina assistance
Little demonstration OR Needs more time to develoo

Writina

Assessment

1.0 Writes clearlv and effectively
Develoos conceot and desian
Use stv\e annrooriate to the audience and purpose
Annlv writino conventions

2.0 Writes in a variety of forms for different audiences
Identify, analyze, describe, and meet the needs of chosen audience
Reflect upon own experiences
Experiment with lanauaae
Make inferences or draw conclusions
Present an analvtical resoonse to literature
Annly for iobs
Communicate research findinas
Convey technical information

Semester

lwo

a
IWo,Sa,Pf

Cl,Wp
Jo,Pf
Sa,Wp
Sa,Wp
Sa,Wo,CI
\Sa,Wp,CI
Sa,Cl,WP
Sa,Cl,WP

Modes

Write
Write
Write
Write

usina
usina
using
usinQ

the
the
the
the

elements
elements
elements
elements

of exposition
of description
of narration
of persuasion

Wp,Cl,Pf
Wp,Cl,Pf
Wp,Cl,Pf
Wp,Cl,Pf

Aaolications

Pf
Pf
Pf

2.4.1 Identify particular writina skills reauired for career interests
2.4.2 Produce documents for career audiences; skills vita, resume, research report

2.4.3 Understand the imoortance of usina reference stvle

'
Wp,CI

3.0 Uses the writina process

l

!

4.0 Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of written work
Assess own strenaths and determine need for imorovement
Seek and offer feedback

Pf,Wp
Pf,Wo

I

I

i
i

Appendix D

Communication
1.0 Uses listeninn and observation skills to aain understandina
Focus attention
Listen and observe to aain attention
Check for understandina bv askina auestions and oaraohrasina

Assessment

Ob.So
Ob,Sa,So
lob.So

'
2.0 Communicates clearlv and effectivelv
Communicate clearlv to a ranne of audiences for different nurnoses
D<,velon__ content and ideas
Use effective Deliverv
Use effective lanouaoe and stvle
Use action, sound, and/or imaoes to sunnort oresentations
~------~- -<--

I
I
!
i
i

I
Pf,Sa,So
lwo,Sa,So
Ob.Sa.So
Sa,Wo,So
Ob,Sa,So
i
I

3.0 Uses communication strateaies and ·skills to work effectivelv with others
Use lanauaoe to interact effectivelv and resoonsiblv with others
Work coooerativelv as a member of a nroun
Seek anreement and solutions throunh discussion

Ob,Sa,Wo,So
Ob,Pf,So
Ob,Pf,So

4.0 Analvze/evaluate the effectiveness of formal and informal communication
Assess strennths and need for imorovement
Seek and offer feedback
Analvze mass communication
Analvze how communication is used in career settinas

Pf
Pf,Wn
Wn,Sa
Wn,Sa

I

Readinn

1.0 Understands and uses skills and strateoies to read

Ob

2.0 Understands the meanina of what is read

Ob,Co,Sa

3.0 Reads different materials for a varietv of oumoses

Wo,Pf

'

'
4.0 Sets noals and evaluates nronress to imnrove readinn

Pf

Summative Outcomes / Proiects

Portfolio
Researched Paoer
Formal Submissions

a
!Pf.So, Co
P!,Sa

•
•

•
•
•

I
I

!

•
•

i

Job Related Skills
Dailv Writinn Journal

!Pl.Sa
lei, Pf.Co

Semester

Appendix D

Summative Outcomes / Proiects cont.
Formal Peer Critiques

Semester

Assessment
!Pf, Cl, Sa

i

•

•
•

•
•
Self-Critiques

•
•
•
•
•
Final qrowth evaluation of oortfolio

Co, Cl, Sa, So

District Writino Assessment

Sa

I

i

i

I

I

I

i
I

I
I
I

!
I'

Appendix.E

Writing is a process, not an event!
Composition Syllabus 2002-2003
Writing is an essential survival skill. In this class, we will focus on descriptive, expository
(compare/ contrast, analyze, evaluate), and persuasive writing pieces. We will utilize the writing
process in an effort to develop your writing skills. I expect this class to have a safe environment
· in which students feel safe to participate and take risks.· We will work to become a community of
writers and share in each other's successes. Writing is an avenue for expression. We will work
together to provide each person an opportunity to develop voice. Take ownership in this class;
make it yours. Have a great year!
Textbook- Senn & Skinner. Heath English. Lexington: Heath and Company, 1992.

Grades
There are several components to a successful and thorough writing program. Your progress will
be measured through the various pieces we develop over the course of the year.
Homework (Skills-Building Assignments) (30%)- Writing is a process, not an event and in the
journey to become effective writers, we must build some fundamental skills. Though they're
labeled as "homework" here, because of our extended period we will not take as much work
home per say. We will usually have time in class to complete "homework" assignments.
Assignments will range from "skills-building" exercises from your books or student work to
developing thoughts in writing pieces. The "skills-building" assignments are intended to focus on
a particular aspect of language. You should transfer what you learn in "skills-building"
assignments to your writing pieces. Though talking and reading are beneficial, the best way to
improve writing is to write. Keep up with your assignments and do your homework. My room is
open early every morning. If you need help, a quiet place to work, or a computer on which to
type, come on in!
Writing Proce·ss (50%) - Writing is a process, not an event. A process occurs over time. The
process of developing an idea or concept \hrou:gh pre-writing, drafting, editing, revising, and
publishing is the basis of this class. We will take several writing pieces through the writing
process. This is a growth-focused task. In other words, a writing piece created on June 7 should
be considerably different than the one you will create September 9.
Quizzes (5 % ) - Periodically, we will take quizzes or check-ups to check understanding of
concepts. Notice the low percentage on this category.

Participation (15%)-It is absolutely necessary to participate in your education. By the end of
the course, you should be able to offer helpful feedback to peers, evaluate your work, and make
objective statements on your progress. Once a month, you will participate in determining a grade
reflective of your efforts in this class.

AppendixE

Class Terminology
Class Requirements - Class requirements are extensive projects that usually take a long period
of time to complete. These are those assignments above and beyond the "usual" assignments of
the class. These assignments are a requirement to pass this "mandatory for graduation class."
(Writing Process)
Class Outcomes ( Class Requirement) - The list of class outcomes is provided on page three of
. the syllalms. Tb_eseare skills and.tasks that will be accomplished over the duration of the course.
They form the backbone of the class ancl were implemented based OD research on best practices in
teaching composition.
Publish Deadlines (Class Requirement) - We will submit and bind a class book for many of the
major pieces we complete. Each student is expected to submit a contribution to the class books.
Also, we will create an anthology consisting of your favorite piece. This will be the last
requirement of the school year. (Participation)

Composition Portfolio (Class Requirement) - We will compile a composition portfolio
throughout the year. Some necessary items include an expository piece, a narrative piece, a
descriptive piece, an imaginative piece, a piece of poetry, and a self-evaluation. (Participation)
Book Review (Class Requirement) - One book is required. The focus of this class is writing
and reading exposes us to good writing. I will provide the format for your book review. (Writing
Process)
Daily Planner (Class Requirement) - Record all assiguments in your student planner provided
by the school. Once a week, I will check these for completion. (Participation)
Daily Writing Journal - Log will include contextual grammar lessons, reading responses,
periodic check-ups/ enforcement of writing skills, analogy practice, and other writings as
appropriate. (Writing Process)
Materials - You should have your work, pen or pencil, paper, planner and your book for every
class. The portfolio binding materials will be provided and stored in a cabinet in my room.
(Participation)

Deadlines - A deadline is a due date. It is important to do your work on time. No matter what
the point value, assignments turned in late will receive a "I" in the grade book. This does show
that you made an attempt to keep up but for some reason you could not meet the deadline.
(Writing Process)
Progress Reports - I will print out progress reports every two weeks. A progress report, signed
by a parent and returned within two days is worth IO points. (Participation)

AppendixE

Course Outcomes
The demonstration of the ability to write in the descriptive, expository, and persuasive
modes in a variety of contexts. (Assessed by rubric)
The compilation of a portfolio which is representative of their schoolwork, extracurricular activities and other accomplishments from the semester. (Assessed by rubric)
Completion of aresearchecl paper as
(Assessed by rubric)

part of ari integrated English and Science project.

Submission of a minimum of SEVEN pieces for thorough grading and polishing. Must
have two descriptive, two expository, two persuasive and one other of your·choice.
·(Assessed by rubric)
Completion of a job related skills vita and resume. (Assessed by rubric)
Participation in a leading and supporting role in a minimum of five public speaking
opportunities. (Assessed by rubric)
Perform a minimum of five peer critiques. (Assessed by checklist rubric)
Perform five self-critiques during the course of the class. (Assessed by checklist rubric)
Perform a final ITT"owth evaluation of your portfolio considering work from beginning to
end of the term. (Assessed by portfolio/ checklist rubric)
Maintenance of a daily writing journal. Log will include contextual grammar lessons,
reading responses, periodic check-ups/ enforcement of writing skills, analogy practice,
and other writings as appropriate. (Assessed by checklist)

I have read and understand the requirements of 9th Composition. (Detach along perforated line)
Student--------Parent

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

